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ABSTRACT
Recently, a concerted effort has been made to study the evolution of drug resistance in organisms at increasingly smaller time
scales and in a high-throughput manner. One effective approach is through the use of a bioreactor, such as a morbidostat – a
device that can continuously culture bacteria and monitor this growth in real time. These devices can be technically challenging
and expensive to implement for scientists, let alone students or teachers who seek an innovative and intuitive way of studying
evolution. We aim to provide a flexible and open source automated continuous culture device framework to study biological
concepts such as population dynamics and evolution; a framework that is capable of replicating morbidostat, chemostat,
and turbidostat functionality. Within the educational environment, our goal is to foster interaction and interest between the
engineering and biological fields by allowing teachers and students to build their own systems and design experiments on the
proposed open framework. We present a continuous culture device designed for bacterial culture that is easily and inexpensively
constructed, lends itself to evolution experiments, and can be used both in the academic and educational environments.

Introduction
Continuous microbial culture is a powerful tool for observing and directing evolution in both research and industrial settings.
However, commercially available continuous culture machines are often expensive, specialized to a field of research, and
resistant to modifications. Recently a shift towards open-source science has brought about a new wave of Do-It-Yourself,
customized continuous culture devices to accommodate a wide variety of experimental designs across several research areas 1–6 .
A few such designs with detailed protocols have already been published in the literature; however, barriers in electrical,
software, and biological expertise, or cost still leaves the assembly and operation of these machines out of reach of students
or scientists in resource-poor settings 7–9 . In addition, increasing functionality of these machines while maintaining costeffectiveness is an enduring challenge10–13 .
Here we present a protocol for the assembly and operation of a continuous culture device called the the EVolutionary
biorEactor (EVE). It is a framework for a system which can support multiple individual bioreactors which we call culture
units (CUs). Each of these CUs are capable of simultaneously running their own experiment with different optical density
sampling rates, pump timings, optical density thresholds, antibiotics, and many other factors. While the EVE is able to replicate
the morbidostat functionality defined in Toprak et al., it is also able to replicate chemostat and turbidostat functionality8 . To
continuously monitor the cultures, the system proposed here utilizes low-cost consumer electronics, such as the Raspberry
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Pi microcomputer, as well as cheap integrated circuits that communicate with the Pi. We have designed a printed circuit
board (PCB) that can be assembled for faster setup but also support a breadboard implementation of the circuit for educational
applications and to save cost. This system makes use of an open source programming language (Python) to power our software
on the Pi. We have programmed a setup utility to allow users to quickly setup the software in the device. After the setup
process, users can utilize a web interface to easily customize, start, and monitor experiments. Since the source code is readily
available on GitHub (https://github.com/vishhvaan/eve-pi), users can implement quick modifications to the flexible framework.
Modifiable plans for 3D printable parts for vial housings, housing bases, and circuit board files are freely available on GitHub.
The 3D parts can all be printed in 24 hours without the need for special materials and at low cost.
Our device also features the capability of conducting multiple experiments (up to 16) simultaneously with one Raspberry Pi
(referred to as multiplexing). The web interface is built to allow users to configure multiple experiments with a single interface.
The live monitoring system automatically detects the number of systems running and optimizes the memory usage of the device
to allow for monitoring all the experiments simultaneously.
Ease of use and extensibility were highly valued and prioritized when designing the system. We hope that the costeffectiveness of the system and its ability to be setup by those with novice engineering and biological knowledge can lend to the
system’s utility both in the regular classroom environment and outreach evolution teaching efforts such as EvolvingSTEM14 .
Keeping in mind that users can design their own experiments, we demonstrate a few simple experiments that showcase
the capability of the system that are ideal for users becoming familiar with the system, as well as students learning about
evolutionary biology in an interactive way.

Description of the EVE
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The physical functionality of the EVE is centered around a culture vial and is inspired by prominent bioreactors featured
in literature7–9, 15, 16 . For optimal growth conditions, the culture vial is stored in an incubator which is kept at 37C for the
duration of the experiment. Within the incubator, the vial is on top of a holder which incorporates a fan with magnets glued
to its top surface. When the fan is powered, magnets rotate to spin a magnetic stir-bar at the bottom of the culture vial. The
stir bar has two functions – to facilitate diffusion of oxygen into the culture media and to keep the culture’s turbidity uniform
across the culture vial. The vial holder also houses two diodes (one LED and one photodiode). Throughout the experiment, the
LED shines a light through the culture. Depending on the growth and corresponding turbidity of the culture, light is variably
scattered through the culture, changing the amount of light that reaches the photodiode (PD). The LED and PD are connected to
a circuit board (either a breadboard or PCB) that powers the devices and converts the analog information from the PD into
digital information. The circuit board is connected to the Raspberry Pi with a ribbon cable, enabling the two boards to interact
digitally. The culture vial is also connected to three pumps with three plastic tubes. Each pump in turn connects to either a
media reservoir, a media reservoir containing cytotoxic drugs (antibiotics in this paper), or a waste reservoir. When powered
by the circuit board, a specific pump activates which pumps either media or media mixed with drug into the vial. The waste
pump also activates whenever the media pumps activate to prevent culture overflow. The waste pump can also provide the
opportunity for easy temporal sampling. The software on the Raspberry Pi is responsible for triggering these pumps at specific
points during the culture to achieve the (user defined) goal of the experiment. A schematic of the setup can be seen in Fig 1.
Of note, absorbance or the optical density of the culture is not directly reported to the Pi. Rather, the voltage of a resistor
connected to the PD is measured. The voltage of this resistor increases as more light strikes the PD and therefore increases as
more light is scattered - a surrogate of the absorbance of the culture. Since the voltage of the resistor is related to the optical
density of the solution, we refer to the voltage value as the optical density of the culture in this article. This voltage value
should not be interpreted as absorbance since they are numerically different. In many scenarios, the voltage value provides
a clear picture of the state of the culture. However, if a true absorbance is needed, a simple calibration curve correlating the
voltage value with an optical density can be performed.

Assembly
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Assembly of the EVE can be separated into hardware and software tasks. We recommend beginning with hardware assembly
as it requires more time to complete. Once the hardware is assembled, software can be installed on the Raspberry Pi and then
seamlessly incorporated into the hardware as the last step of the assembly.
Hardware
The vial housing complex, fan with attached magnets, PD, and LED for each CU are housed in the incubator. The positive
and negative (ground) wires that supply power to the LED, PD, and fan connect to the circuit board outside the incubator and
extend into the incubator.
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Figure 1. Hardware schematic of the EVE system. The culture vial is located inside the incubator. As the culture grows,
an LED shines a light through the culture. Light that is reflected by the culture is received by the photodiode. A circuit board
interprets and conveys photodiode readings to the Pi which runs control software. Based on user-configured directions, and
optical density readings, the Pi uses the circuit board to power pumps connected to the vial. This strategy enables precise and
dynamic control of the culture.

The 3D printable designs (.stl and .sldpart files) of the vial holder, base, and diode caps can be found on the device’s GitHub
repository. We used an Ultimaker S5 to print the components used in the experiments detailed below - though any 3D printer
could be used. The vial holder is built to contain the experimental vial as well as the LED and PD. The diodes fit in openings
on the side of the vial holder, which was adapted from Wong et al.9 . The base of the vial holder (a separate component) houses
the fan affixed with magnets and the vial holder. The vial holder base also raises the fan away from the metallic base of the
incubator so there is no interaction between the base of the incubator and the solenoids of the fan.
If an incubator other than the one listed in the parts list is used for our experimental setup is to be used, the base file can be
modified to ensure a fit with the incubator using any CAD software of choice . Finally, the caps fit on the diode openings to
push the diodes into the openings and ensure a secure fit. These caps minimize diode positioning differences between each CU,
therefore improve replicability of experiments.
Electrical connections between components can be made with solder or with heat shrink tubing. The components needed to
solder (soldering iron, solder, etc.) are not included in the parts list can be easily found online or at a hardware store. Heat
shrink tubing requires a heat gun to shrink the tubing. While the experiments below utilized soldered components, heat shrink
tubing and a heat gun were used to test connections made with this method. Hardware assembly for a single CU system are as
follows. These steps are influenced in many aspects by the work done by Toprak et al.8 . For an experiment done in triplicate,
repeat the steps detailed three times.
Pump Assembly
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1. Label a set of three pumps with “Media”, “Drugs”, and “Waste” (one label per pump)

83

2. Cut six pieces of 5 cm large silicone tubing.

84

3. Cut small silicone tubing into six 45 cm long pieces. Ensure that the length of the small tubing is able to reach the culture
vial or the media reservoirs from the pumps.
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4. Attach two pieces of large silicone tubing to the two tubes protruding from each pump.

87

5. Fit a male leur lock on the free end the large silicon tubes.

88

6. Screw a female leur onto each of the male leur locks

89

7. Fit a small silicone tubing onto the female leur locks.

90

8. With the pumps facing up with the large silicone tubes at the top, label the large silicone tube on the left as the input.

91

9. Fit female leur locks at the end of the small silicone tubes attached to the “input” large silicone tubes.

92

10. Obtain three 60 cm red hook-up wire and three 60 cm black hook-up wire.

93

11. Curl one end of a red hook up wire around the positive terminal of a pump. Repeat for all three pumps.

94

12. Curl one end of a black hook up wire around the negative terminal of a pump. Repeat for all three pumps.

95

13. Use solder or heat shrink tubing to securely attach the wires to the pump.

96

14. Label the end of the wires with the pumps function (e.g. media, drug, or waste).

97

Diode Assembly

98

1. Obtain a LED and photodiode.

99

2. Obtain two 60 cm red hook-up wire and two 60 cm black hook-up wire.

100

3. To each diode, curl the red wire around the positive terminal and curl the black wire around the negative terminal.

101

4. Solder or use heat-shrink tubing to securely fasten the four wires to the terminal it is curled around.

102

5. Label the end of the wires with the diode function (e.g. LED, PD).

103

Fan Assembly

104

1. Place two spots of superglue across from each other on the axel of fan.

105

2. Place two 3D printed fan spacers on the superglue and apply pressure so that the spacers are flat.

106

3. Place a spots of superglue on each of the spacers.

107

4. Place two magnets on the superglue of each spacer and apply pressure so that the magnets are flat.

108

5. Use solder or heat shrink tubing to securely attach the long black and red wires to the short black and red wires protruding
from the fan, respectively.

109
110

6. Label the end of the wires with “fan”.

111

7. Allow the fan to dry for three hours before use.

112

Combine the prepared fan with the 3D printed components.

113

1. 3D print the vial holder, the base, and the caps (Fig 2h).

114

• 3d printer settings:

115

(a) Material: Black PLA

116

(b) Layer height: 0.1

117

(c) Print speed: 50 mm/s

118

(d) Build plate temperature: 60C

119

(e) Printing Temperature: 195C

120

(f) 30% infill

121
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(g) No support with components oriented upwards

122

(h) No adhesion

123

2. Place the base inside the incubator.

124

3. Place the fan inside the incubator and route the cables through the hole at the top of the incubator.

125

4. Fit the fan on the base by sliding the fan through the four columns on the edges of the base.

126

5. Fit the vial holder on the base so that it rests above the fan on the columns.

127

6. Place the LED and PD in the incubator and route the wires through the hole at the top of the incubator.

128

7. Fit the LED into the hole in the vial holder marked LED.

129

8. Fit the photodiode into the hole in the vial holder marked PD.

130

9. Ensure that the diode terminals are bent and protrude from the notches on the diode holes.

131

10. Cover the diode holes with the 3D printed caps. Ensure a secure fit by pressing down the cap firmly (Fig 2h).

132

The vials that are used during experiments need to be modified so that they can accept media and the drug solution and
eject waste during the experiment. There are four tubes connected to each vial. Each tube is meant for a specific task and are
distinguished from each other by their heights as seen in Fig 2e.
This is crucial, as there are specific reasons each tube has a different height. Below the cap, the tube meant to remove waste
is longer so that it is able to come in contact with the surface of the culture media. The tubes for media and drug injection are
shorter so that they do not touch the surface of the culture to prevent contamination. The tube connected to the air filter is the
shortest so that it does not interact with the solutions pumped into the vial. Steps to modify the vials for experiments are as
follows:
Vial Assembly
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1. Cut a 7.5 cm piece of the small silicone tubing.

142

2. Cut four pieces of PEEK tubing, each 7.5 cm long.

143

3. Remove the cap of the vial and penetrate the cap with the PEEK tubing so that the insertion points are equidistant from
each other.
4. Ensure that the PEEK tubes are at the appropriate height:

144
145

146

(a) Two of the PEEK tubes should extend 1.25 cm below the cap and extend 3.8 cm above the cap.

147

(b) One PEEK tube should extend 2.5 cm below the cap and 6.5 cm above the cap.

148

(c) One PEEK tube should extend a 1 cm below the cap and 2.5 cm above the cap.

149

5. Apply the silicone sealant to both sides of the cap and around the protruding PEEK tubes to make the cap water and air
tight.

150
151

6. Cut a 10 cm long piece of small silicone tubing.

152

7. Fit one end of the tubing to PEEK tube that extends 2.5 cm above the cap.

153

8. Fit the other end of the tubing to a female leur.

154

9. Push the female leur over the tapered end of a syringe filter.

155

Reservoirs of media and other liquids (for sanitation of the silicone tubes) also need to be made. These need to interface
with the tubes from the pumps. Perform the following steps to create one reservoir:
Reservoir Assembly

156
157

158
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Figure 2. Hardware components of the EVE. (a) Square fan with magnets attached to a spacer. (b) Three pumps for three
functions (pumping in media, pumping in the solution of media and drug, and pumping out waste). All three are connected to
the circuit board. (c) Silicone tunes connected to the pumps displaying terminal connections. (d) Pump in the 3D printed pump
holder. (e) Three culture vials with 12mL of media and stirbars. The longest PEEK tube touches the culture. The other PEEK
tubes meant to introduce media solutions to the vial do not touch the surface of the media. (f) Media reservoir with three small
silicone tubes to transport media to the vials. (g) Terminal connections of the media reservoir. These connect to the terminal
connections of the pump shown in (c). (h) 3D printed vial holder with vial inside. Diodes are held in place with 3D printed
caps. (i) Top of the reservoir displaying the small silicone tubes attached with the silicone sealant (j) 70% Ethanol reservoir
used for sterilization of the small silicone tubes prior to the experiment. Terminal connections and the attached air filter of the
reservoir is displayed. (k) An incubator with three Culture Units. (l) The vial holder and fan with magnets fit into the base.
Diodes are attached to the vial holder. Together, these components comprise a Culture Unit.

1. Obtain a 500 mL beaker with cap

159

2. Remove the cap from the beaker and drill 4 holes with a diameter of 3 mm in the cap.

160

3. Cut three pieces of 45 cm small silicone tube.

161

4. Cut one piece of 15 cm small silicone tube.

162

5. Insert one 45 cm silicone tube into a hole in the cap so that tube can touch the bottom of the beaker when the cap is
placed on top of the beaker.

163
164

6. Apply silicone sealant to both sides of the cap to secure the silicone tube (Fig 2i).

165

7. Repeat the previous two steps for each of the 45 cm silicone tubes.

166
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8. Insert the 15 cm silicone tube into the last hole so that only 2.5 cm is below the cap.

167

9. Apply silicone sealant to both sides of the cap to secure the 15 cm tube.

168

10. Insert male leur locks at the end of the three 45 cm silicone tubes above the cap.

169

11. Insert a female leur lock at the end of the 15 cm silicone tube above the cap.

170

12. Push the female leur over the tapered end of a syringe filter .

171

Circuit Board

172

Schematic and PCB files can be found on the project’s GitHub (https://github.com/vishhvaan/eve-pi). Surface-mounted
components including integrated circuits, resistors, diodes, and others can be found in the electronics section of the supplementary parts list . PCBs can be printed from the PCB file and the necessary circuit components soldered to board to create a
functional circuit board. Four simultaneous evolution experiments can be conducted from one circuit board connected to one
Raspberry Pi.
Steps to setup the circuit board are as follows:
1. Connect the circuit board to the 12-volt power adapter. Ensure that the LED on the board is on after it has been plugged
in.
2. Connect the circuit board to the Raspberry Pi with the ribbon cable.

173
174
175
176
177
178

179
180

181

3. Ensure that the top of the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO (’General purpose input/output pins’ located in an array-like configuration
on one side of the Pi) is connected to the top of the GPIO port on the circuit board.
4. Collect the labeled wires of the diodes, pumps, and fan.

182
183

184

5. Push the wire into its appropriate position on the labeled Phoenix block terminal connector (red wires to the positive
terminal and black wires in the negative terminal)
If assembling the circuit board is not desired, a breadboard can also be used. The PCB schematics can be utilized to build a
circuit on the breadboard. When purchasing resistors, diodes, and integrated circuits to build a breadboard circuit, through-hole
components should be bought instead of their surface-mounted counterparts. A Raspberry Pi GPIO breakout board included in
the parts list as an optional component recommended when building the circuit with a breadboard . In tests of building the
machine, given the necessary components, an undergraduate engineering student (NW) was able to assemble the circuit in the
course of five hours.
Software
The software in this device is built on the Python programming language and can be run from a single Raspberry Pi.
Users interact with a simple web interface that is capable of controlling the hardware, running experiments, and editing
configuration files, as shown in Fig 3. The web interface used in this project is forked from another open source script server
(https://github.com/bugy/script-server) and modified to integrate with EVE control applications. This web interface can be
utilized by multiple users connected to the local network, allowing for remote monitoring and control of experiments. This
network capability of the device also allows it to save data to network locations, preventing lack of local space on the Pi from
limiting experiment duration. The software allows data to be saved to a USB attached to the Pi or to network locations mounted
to the Pi’s file system.
Interaction and direct modification of the underlying Raspbian operating system or the core programs is unnecessary for
most users who are unfamiliar with Linux or Python. However, since all the open-source software is contained in a clone of the
GitHub repository, Python-savvy users can still be able to access the location of the files (/eve) and modify the programs to
their specific needs.
When users run an experiment or control the hardware through the web interface, the executed programs rely on a
configuration file that provides information about the hardware configuration. These parameters include the hardware address
of the pumps, LED, and fan, duration of the experiment, time between pumps, thresholds for introduction of drug and media,
and many others. This configuration file can be edited through a built-in configuration file editor that can be accessed through
the web interface.
Since the circuit board has a pre-wired set of hardware addresses for the four culture units, a pre-populated configuration
file for the circuit board is included in the software. For those who wish to build a breadboard version of the circuit, a sample
configuration file is also included. Users can replace keys with their own parameters depending on the setup of their breadboard.
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Figure 3. Software schematic of the EVE system. The device’s software resides on the Raspberry Pi and center around a
Python-based web-server which serves as the GUI for experimental design and control. This implementation offers built-in
remote monitoring and multi-user control of the device. More EVE-centric Python-based applications are also installed Pi,
accessible via the web interface. These applications are able to share data, and perform experiments based user defined
configurations. The experiment controller application directly interfaces with the circuit board. All of these applications are
open source and are built with extensibility in mind. Users have access to all the underlying programs and code. We encourage
them to fork our GitHub repository or download programs to their devices and make modifications as they see fit. See Fig 1 for
the hardware schematic of the EVE system.
The software offers experiment monitoring in two ways: through Slack and through a web server that is deployed
automatically when the experiment begins. The web server, based on Dash by Plotly, allows any user on the local network
access to real-time progress of the experiment through a web browser17 . With both Slack and this web server, users can monitor:
1. Voltage of a resistor connected to the photodiode - a surrogate of the optical density of the solution inside culture vial(s).
This voltage value can optionally be correlated to the OD600 of the solution through a calibration curve.
2. Time and duration of specific pump activation.

214
215
216

217
218

219

3. Calculated drug concentration inside the culture vial(s). These calculations do not account for drug consumed inside the
vial. It is based on the concentration of the drug solution reservoir and the duration of pump activity.

220
221

4. Thresholds of optical density before media or drug pumps are activated.

222

5. Temperature of the incubator.

223

6. Concurrent threads of activity in the program during the experiment.

224

Installation

225

The software was tested on the Raspbian Buster operating system installed on a Raspberry Pi model 3B. The software
instructions are written for this combination of software. However, these instructions should also work on any Debian-based
operating system installed on versions of the Raspberry Pi 3 or 4. To maintain ease of use, the software installer can be run on
an empty installation of Raspbian which will download and setup all software requirements. It will also ensure that the web
interface launches every time the Raspberry Pi is restarted. Alternatively, a Docker image compiled on the ARM architecture is
available on the GitHub repo. This image and associated Dockerfile can streamline the installation process and also allow for
deployment across many ARM devices. The instructions below detail the setup process with the installer from the GitHub.
Instructions for the installation of the Docker image can be found on the image’s Docker Hub.
Steps to install the software on the Raspberry Pi are as follows:

226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

1. Download and flash the Raspbian Buster OS on an SD card.

235

2. Insert the SD Card into the Pi and connect the Pi to a display, keyboard, and the local area network.

236

3. Note the IP address of the device with the command ifconfig.

237

4. Enter super user mode with the command: sudo su.

238

5. Run the setup script by entering the command: bash <(curl -s https://raw.githubusercontent.com/
vishhvaan/eve-pi/master/st_eve.sh)
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6. Follow the on-screen instructions to install the software.

241

7. If the Pi has a browser, navigate to the web interface by accessing: http://localhost.

242

8. On a browser on the network, navigate to the web interface by accessing the IP address or hostname of the device (e.g.:
http://eve.local_domain.net).
Usage

243
244

245

The EVE web interface has several tabs that perform different functions. The functions of the tabs are as follows:

246

1. Pump control – This tab allows users to turn on specific pumps of specific CUs connected to the circuit board. The
‘CU #’ field allows users can select multiple devices simultaneously by entering a comma separated list (i.e. 1,2,3) or
using the text “all” to select all the enabled CUs. Users are able to input time and the pump type (e.g.: media and drugs
alone). The program relies on the configuration file to find the hardware addresses of the CUs. If the CU is disabled in
the configuration file, the program will not activate the pumps for the system. This is a safety mechanism that prevents
activation of mis-configured pumps.
2. One of the main functions of this program, in the context of the EVE, is sterilization of the silicone tubes prior to the
experiment. When reservoirs of 10% bleach and 70% ethanol are connected to the pumps, this program can be run to
pump fluid through the tubes, cleaning it prior to the exposure to media during the experiment. Instructions for these
steps are detailed below.

247
248
249
250
251
252

253
254
255
256

3. Fan Control – This tab allows users to toggle power to specific or multiple fans.

257

4. Run Experiment – This tab runs the experiment on the EVE based on the settings in the configuration file.

258

5. Configuration Editor – This tab runs the editor for the configuration file. Users can view the configuration file and edit
specific keys. This program offers an alternative for users who are not familiar with the Linux terminal and don’t want to
use SSH to edit the configuration file.
6. PD Test – This tab tests the functionality of the LED and photodiodes of specific or multiple CUs. Users have the ability
to modify the time between queries and number of times each PD is queried. This program can be used to test the circuit
and debug the setup.
7. Pi Power Control – This tab allows users to restart or power off the Pi.

259
260
261

262
263
264

265

8. Pumps and LED Off – This tab turns off all the pumps and LED in all the CUs connected to the EVE. This program
provides a method to stop pumps or LED activity before the original program finishes running. In the event of an error,
this program can also be used to an efficient way to halt the pumps the LED.
9. Resource Viewer – This tab displays system statistics for the Pi, including real-time CPU and memory usage.

266
267
268

269

After the experiment is begun, the live plotting interface is automatically deployed after the first set of data is written to the
file (approximately 1 minute after the experiment starts). To visit the live plotting interface, users edit the web address based
on the address of the web interface by adding the port 8050. For instance, if the users accessed http://localhost for the web
interface, the live plotting interface can be found at http://localhost:8050. If the users accessed the device by the
hostname or the IP address, the same rule applies (e.g.: http://eve.local_domain.net:8050 if the web interface is
found at http://eve.local_domain.net)
The live plotting interface, shown in Fig 4, can be navigated with the tabs at the top of the website. Every time the web
page is refreshed, the Dash server processes the data from the output file and displays the most recent data. This ad hoc method
of processing data for graphing proves to be less of a computational burden on the Pi compared to a strategy where data is
processed on a regular basis. The first tab provides an overview of all the data while the other tabs (Pumps, Drug Concentration,
Threads, and others) provide focused comparisons of specific data types. Users can select specific culture units to compare in
the second row of tabs.

Experimental Use Cases

270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281

282

Prominent bioreactors featured in literature are very versatile and can be used to perform a variety of experiments. The EVE
aims to follow suit by being capable of performing a variety of experiments. In this section, two basic biological experiments
that can be carried out by the EVE are described.
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Figure 4. Web interface of the EVE running on the Pi. A variety of tabs are available to users to configure and run
experiments, selectively turn on the pumps (useful for sterilization prior to the experiment), and control the Pi directly. This
server is run from the Pi itself and is automatically installed after the user runs the setup script. This interface is accessible from
any device connected to the same network the EVE resides on. It was built to allow ease of use and particularly, to provide
non-programmers with a simple way of accessing and using the device. In this screen shot, specific pumps in multiple CUs
have been turned on for twenty seconds.
Bacterial Growth
In this experiment, the real time bacterial growth of common K12 Escerichia coli can be followed by tracking optical
density. This experiment can be especially enticing for students or educators since it requires less hardware to be setup and can
provide a cross-disciplinary approach to biology. For this experiment the following list of parts are needed for single vial:

286
287
288
289

1. An incubator that can reach 37o C.

290

2. 3D printed vial holder, base, and caps.

291

3. 12V computer fan and magnets.

292

4. LED and photodiode as setup above.

293

5. A breadboard circuit or a circuit board.

294

6. Soldering or heat-shrink technology.

295

7. K12 E. Coli.

296

8. Broth to culture bacteria

297

• If an autoclave is accessible:

298

(a) Mueller Hinton (MH) Broth powder.

299

(b) Distilled Water.

300

• If an autoclave is not accessible:

301

(a) Sterile pre-prepared broth

302
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9. Culture Vials modified to only have 1 PEEK tube for air flow.

303

10. Magnetic stir-bar.

304

For a triplicate experiment, repeat the above steps three times. Note that no pumps or tubes are needed for this experiment.
Once the system has been setup, as described above, users setup the vial to support bacterial growth. To do this, Sigma Aldrich
MH Broth is first made by dissolving 21 g of powder in 1 liter of deionized or distilled water. For other brands of MH broth,
brand-specific preparation instructions should be followed. It is always recommended to autoclave media after it is created to
prevent contamination of the media itself. However, if an autoclave is not available, there are several alternatives proposed by
the WHO in their “Methods of Sterilization”(https://apps.who.int/phint/pdf/b/7.5.9.5.8-Methods-of-sterilization.pdf). Sterilize
the bench area and gloves with 70% ethanol. Work near a lit Bunsen burner to maintain a sterile field. Then, 12 mL of the broth
is transferred to the culture vial with stir-bar inside. The vial is then inoculated with 0.5 g of the K12 E. coli and is placed in the
holder. The experiment can then be started from the web interface.
To build a system that can multiplex multiple vials simultaneously, multiple 3D printed parts, computer fans, diodes, and
vials are needed. The rest of the parts do not have to be multiplied.
As the experiment progresses, users can monitor the bacteria’s growth via the live web interface or through the included
Slack integration. At the end of the experiment, users can parse the recorded data and visualize the data using their own
methods. Graphs of a trial we performed are included in Fig 5.
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Figure 5. Sample graphs for a triplicate bacterial growth experiment. Triplicate bacterial growth experiments sharing
the same axis. (a) Technical replicates (individual CUs) show different voltage readings over time despite being connected to
the same circuit board and made identically. This variation is due to subtle differences in the positioning of the diodes in the
holder. (b) When the readings are scaled by the maximum voltage reading, all curves overlap, exemplifying the triplicate nature
of the experiment. Diode differences are constant over time, therefore raw voltage values can optionally be correlated with
OD600 values. For simple experiments, this step is unnecessary. In general, this growth experiment can be readily performed
by scientists to test their system or by students and teachers in scientific classes.

Evolution of Antibiotic Resistance
The second experiment demonstrates the EVE’s full functionality by applying a selective pressure to bacteria as it grows.
An antibiotic, in this case ampicillin, is introduced to the culture vial as the bacteria grows by passaging the drug mixed with
media. Additionally, the culture is kept in the log-phase of growth during the duration of the experiment by passing fresh
media into the vial while removing waste simultaneously. This experiment builds upon the setup of the simpler bacterial
growth experiments. Pumps and silicone tubing would need to be setup for this phase of the experiment. In addition to the
parts described in the bacterial growth experiment the following parts would be needed for a single vial antibiotic evolution
experiment:

319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326

1. 3 pumps setup as described above.

327

2. Vials modified as described in the Assembly section.

328

3. Reservoir of MH broth (prepared as explained above).

329

4. Reservoir of MH broth with added antibiotics.

330

5. Reservoir of 10% bleach.

331
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6. Reservoir of 70% ethanol.

332

7. Reservoir of distilled water.

333

To create a reservoir of MH broth with antibiotics, antibiotics are simply added to a reservoir of MH broth. The concentration
of antibiotics in the reservoir is important. Toprak et al. found that 10 times the MIC inhibited growth sufficiently 8 . Since
the duration of the activation of the drug pump is modifiable in the software, this is also a factor when calculating the dose of
antibiotics in the reservoir. The shorter the pump time, higher concentrations of antibiotics are needed to produce the same
inhibitory effect on the culture. Generally, with the default pump time of 0.75 seconds, we found that 10 times the MIC of
ampicillin inhibited growth in our cultures. Users can optimize these parameters as needed depending on the antibiotics they
use.
Again, for a triplicate experiment, three times the pumps and vials are needed and the steps below also need to be repeated
thrice. The same reservoirs can be used for multiple replicates. When running an experiment on the EVE, especially one that
will last several days, it is important to maintain a sterile environment – especially the silicone tubes, which are exposed to the
media. During long-term (on the order of weeks) experiments, some groups have been known to clean the tubes between pump
activations or pause the software. To sterilize the tubing:

334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345

1. Spray all luer connectors with 70% ethanol.

346

2. Attach the three outputs of the 10% bleach reservoir to the inputs of the media, bleach, and waste pumps.

347

3. Run all three pumps for 60 seconds.

348

4. Disconnect the 10% bleach reservoir from all three pumps.

349

5. Attach the three outputs of the 70% ethanol reservoir to the inputs of the media, bleach, and waste pumps.

350

6. Run all three pumps for 60 seconds.

351

7. Disconnect the 70% ethanol reservoir from all three pumps.

352

8. Attach the three outputs of the distilled water reservoir to the inputs of the media, bleach, and waste pumps.

353

9. Run all three pumps for 60 seconds.

354

10. Disconnect the distilled reservoir from all three pumps.

355

11. Attach one output of the media reservoir to the input of the media pump.

356

12. Run the media pump for 20 seconds to preload media in the tube.

357

13. Attach one output of the media reservoir to the input of the drug pump.

358

14. Run the drug pump for 20 seconds to preload drug solution in the tube.

359

After this step, the vial is ready to be placed in the holder and attached to the tubes for the media, drug solution, and waste:

360

1. Obtain a 2-liter Erlenmeyer flask and label it as waste.

361

2. In a sterile field, transfer 12 mL of MH broth to the culture vial with a stir-bar inside.

362

3. Inoculate the vial with 0.5 g of the K12 E. coli.

363

4. Close the vial with the cap.

364

5. Place the vial on the holder.

365

6. Attach one output of the media reservoir to the input of the media pump.

366

7. Attach one output of the media reservoir to the input of the drug pump.

367

8. Insert the input tube of the waste pump into the incubator through the opening at the top.

368

9. Connect the tube to the longest PEEK tube of the vial.

369
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10. Insert the output of the media pump and the output of the drug pump into the incubator through the opening at the top.

370

11. Connect these two tubes to the remaining two short PEEK tubes of the vial.

371

After these steps are completed, the experiment is ready to begin and can be started from the web interface. To keep track of
the concentration inside the vial, the concentration of the drug inside the reservoir is modified in the configuration file before the
experiment starts. Based on the amount of time each pump is run (another variable that can be modified in the configuration),
the total amount of drug in the vial can be tracked. Sample graphs of this experiment are shown in Fig 6. This experiment
demonstrates the selection of an E. coli culture with ampicillin in a CU. In this figure, there are small dilutional effects as a
result of the media being added to the culture vial. The effect of the initial addition of the drug solution is significant – killing
33.5% of the population. According to the selection algorithm, the drug concentration is then lowered to allow for the recovery
of the population. This is done by repetitively adding fresh media to the culture while removing waste. In the experiment, the
bacterial population is able to recover in 12 hours. The drug solution is then re-introduced to the culture. After this second
introduction, the population size decreases 15%, indicating development of tolerance/resistance to the drug. The population is
again allowed to recover for a shorter period – around 6 hours. After this recovery period, the addition of more ampicillin does
not kill the population. At the end of the experiment, the cells are effectively resistant to ampicillin. Resistance of the resultant
population can be confirmed with an MIC assay18 . The experiment can be performed with a variety of different drugs, however
drug stability in cell culture should be considered. For instance, ampicillin is stable in culture for 3 days19 . If the experiment
lasts longer than the stability of the drug in culture, the drug solution can be refreshed by replacing the drug reservoir with one
that is freshly made.
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Figure 6. Sample bacterial growth experiment with an ampicillin selective pressure applied by the Toprak selection
algorithm8 All three graphs are generated in real-time during the experiment. Users can monitor the activity of a culture unit
through the graphs. (a) Voltage over time, as measured from CU photodiode. These values can be optionally co-related to the
calibration curves in the supplemental documents to achieve OD600 readings. (b) Pump activation shown over time. The red
lines represent the activity of the pump that passages a solution of media and drugs into the vial. The green lines represent the
activity of the pump that passages media into the vial. Whenever the drug and media pump activate, a waste pump also
activates to maintain volume equilibrium. The activity of this pump is not shown in the figure as it matches the sum of the
activity of the drug and media pumps. All pump activity is recorded in the software. (c) Calculated drug concentration plotted
over time. Values are calculated from the concentration of the drug solution reservoir and the duration of pump activity. These
values do not take into account consumption of the drug in the vial and only account for dilution effects.

Discussion

388

While extensibility was of prime importance, device affordability was also an important consideration during the design of
the device. Based on the parts used in our experiment, an EVE build for simple growth experiments with triplicate CUs can be
built for approximately $72, while an EVE build for directed growth experiments with selective agents will cost approximately
$154. This cost is an estimate for all the parts excluding the incubator, 3D printer costs, and any glassware needed to prepare
the solutions for the experiment. A system meant simply meant for growth experiments costs cheaper since it does not require
pumps or tubing – parts which can add significantly to the total cost of the system. Vendor costs are also listed on the parts list,
so costs can be driven down significantly for users who buy their parts from commercial vendors such as eBay or Amazon.
This is particularly relevant for those who wish to implement the system in the educational setting. This low cost enables labs
to explore concepts of evolution without investing much capital into tools. The cost also makes this project feasible for the
educational environment, where cost is not a burden for educators to investigate the feasibility of this project in their classroom
or extra-curricular setting. The two experiments described above serve as tests of the hardware and software and demonstrate
the most essential components of the system. Successful completion of the first experiment confirms proper operation of the
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LED sensors and the connections from the microcontroller. In addition, it provides ample opportunity to identify sources of
contamination.
The second experiment demonstrates the pumps and the ‘morbidostat’ algorithm in action. The algorithm incorporated
into the system is a modification from Toprak et al.8 In its original conception, maximum and minimum OD thresholds are
determined from pre-experiment bench tests and are dependent on a number of variables including the species of bacteria used.
Different trials of the same bacteria might also yield different maximal optical density readings and the bacteria might enter the
log phase at different optical densities owing to the stochasticity of evolution20 as well as variation in ambient light and other
experimental conditions. To account for this variation, the control program is capable of shifting the threshold automatically. It
does this by estimating the first derivative and second derivative of the real-time optical density (real-time growth rate and
real-time growth acceleration respectively). Based on these readings, it shifts the threshold to the optical density when the
growth rate crosses a certain pre-specified threshold and the growth acceleration is approximately zero. In the results and
conclusion presented here though ‘optical density’ is discussed, the true absorbance was not calculated or derived, with the data
reported being raw voltage data from the photodiode. A simple calibration of this data using a standard spectrophotmeter is
recommended to report data from the machine in terms of true optical density.
A further, novel application of this system is the ability to manage multiple protocols at once. The capability of the EVE
system to manage multiple protocols in this manner makes it the only system of its kind that is fully open source and of
low-cost. Such versatility allows this system to be used as a comprehensive automated evolution experiment management tool
for numerous diverse experiments in a self-contained integrated manner. In the experiment above, the default algorithm used is
identical to that used in the original paper by Toprak and colleagues (Figure 1 in that paper). In this algorithm, the culture is
allowed to recover by sequentially passing fresh media after exposure to the drug. However, there is an alternative control
algorithm that can be used during the experiment. Users can choose to maintain a constant concentration of drug once the
bacterial population is sufficiently healthy inside the tube. Biologically, since the selective pressures of the different populations
were applied differently, the way resistance is reached between the two populations is different.
The maximum theoretical drug concentration inside the vial is equal to the concentration of the drug inside the drug solution
reservoir. Maximizing this theoretical drug concentration, however, is at odds with slowly raising the concentration of the drug
inside the vial. If the reservoir is too concentrated and if the drug solution pump replaces 1/12th of the solution, it is likely that
the drug concentration will be extremely high inside the vial and kill all the bacteria. A solution to this problem is to allow the
drug solution pump to run for different lengths of time depending on the stage of the experiment. If instead of replacing 1/12th
of the solution at the beginning, if the pumps run for a shorter time, a lower concentration of drug can be achieved inside the
vial. Later in the experiment, the drug pumps can be run for longer, ensuring that the population is exposed to the maximal
possible drug concentration. A maximum ∆V (such as the 1mL proposed by Toprak and colleagues) can be specified so that the
culture population does not get washed away by the drug solution. This way, development of resistance is assured and the
population faces strong selection pressures as the experiment progresses.
The EVE also easily lends itself to fluorescence experiments where LED and PDs corresponding to excitation and
emission frequencies can be incorporated into the design. By using fluorescence instead of optical densities, growth of several
populations can be distinguished. In the context of varying selective pressures (provided by the antibiotics), interactions of
different populations of bacteria can be studied to further elucidate the effect of these interactions on the generation of drug
resistance. Game theory and other methods of mathematical modeling can be used to draw conclusions about the interactions
of the different species/types of bacteria21, 22 .
Limitations and Future Work
There are several limitations of the device. Naturally, since all the software is executed from the Raspberry Pi, memory
and processing power is limited during the experiment. Many of the programs, especially the master program that interfaces
with the circuit board during the experiment, have been streamlined to utilize as little of the memory and processing power as
possible. A queuing system was implemented to prevent many threads that utilize high processing power from executing at the
same time. Furthermore, as more culture units and corresponding sensors are configured, an increasingly lower resolution list
of the data is generated in addition to the high-resolution optical density data. This lower-resolution data is used for the live
graphing to prevent the greater processing power that’s required to graph high resolution data.
To circumvent processing power and memory constraints from preventing users to implement more CUs, future work on
a server-based version will be implemented to take advantage of remote processing power while allowing the Raspberry Pi
simply interface with the circuit board and relay information to the server. In this scenario, the web interface and all the data
are managed by the server. Docker integration in this step will be crucial to streamline the process and create a simplistic but
powerful and robust way to deploy the EVE system across the local network.
Another limitation of the current design is that the circuit board only supports 4 simultaneous culture units. In this scenario,
the hardware addresses are “hard-coded” into the circuit board design. An alternative, but more complicated design, would
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allow for jumpers on the circuit board, allowing users to easily select four different hardware addresses. The user is then able to
attach circuit board together with one circuit board interfacing with the Raspberry Pi. Ultimately, for users who would like
to increase the level of multiplexing, with 4 circuit boards connected to each other, a maximum of 16 CUs will be able to be
controlled simultaneously. An advantage of this design is its modular capabilities, allowing users to only print as many circuit
boards as they need and limit the number of components needed to make a functional circuit board and reduce overall system
cost. A future version of the circuit board will implement this design improvement.
Another future direction is to allow the machine to sequentially inject multiple drugs autonomously. The current version of
the proposed system only passages one drug solution and therefore can only explore the pathways to specific drug resistance.
However, there are many biologically and clinically relevant questions that can be asked when different drugs are given
sequentially or together. Concepts like collateral sensitivity and cross-resistance can be effectively studied – especially when
combined with frequent sampling of the bacterial population20, 23 . Tracking the concentrations of multiple drugs in the vial and
creating algorithms for drug scheduling can be added in future updates or merged to the main repository from community-driven
efforts. In this scenario, a microfluidic solution such as that implemented by Wong et al. would be useful9 .

Conclusion

455
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468

We present a low-cost, open-source, extensible, and functionally-flexible bioreactor design. The utility of this machine is
not just limited to the lab environment where the evolution of drug resistance can be studied with high temporal resolution,
but extends to the educational environment where students and educators can engage in an interdisciplinary project to study
biological concepts through technology.
The proposed framework can have many applications, including many not discussed here. Indeed, use of this device may be
used to study a wide variety of biological concepts – even outside the field of evolutionary biology. The open source nature of
the project welcomes modification to the hardware and the software for more specialized applications of the technology. We
hope the versatile and accessible nature of this device makes it useful for scientists and educators from all areas.

Supporting information
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Parts list. List of all parts that comprise the EVE system with estimated price: https://github.com/vishhvaan/evepi/raw/master/PartsList.xlsx.
S1 Appendix.
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